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An efficient and highly vectorized implementation of the coupled cluster singles and doubles
~CCSD! model using a direct atomic integral technique is presented. The minimal number ofn6

processes has been implemented for the most time consuming terms and point group symmetry is
used to further reduce operation counts and memory requirements. The significantly increased
application range of the CCSD method is illustrated with sample calculations on several systems
with more than 500 basis functions. Furthermore, we present the basic trends of an open ended
algorithm and discuss the use of integral prescreening. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!00310-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade the coupled cluster approach1 and
especially the coupled cluster singles and doubles model
~CCSD! has proven a valuable method in electronic structure
calculations of molecular properties. Since the first formula-
tion and implementation of the CCSD model by Purvis and
Bartlett2 in 1982 several different implementations have been
presented.3–6 Mainly because of the rapid increase in CPU
speed of modern supercomputers and workstations CCSD
calculations with more than 200 basis functions can now be
carried out routinely, even without use of point group sym-
metry. Nevertheless, there is a major problem with the pre-
vious implementations as they require a complete or partial
integral transformation of the two-electron integrals and for
large calculations with more than 300 basis functions an
enormous amount of disk space is required. This has put
some serious limitations on the size of molecular systems
that can be studied with the conventional CCSD model and a
direct treatment of the two-electron integrals is needed. A
large scale application of the conventional CCSD model was
recently carried out by Tayloret al.7

With the recently implemented integral-direct CCSD
model by Kochet al.,8 the application range of the method
has increased significantly and it is now feasible to carry out
CCSD calculations with more than 300 basis functions. The
key idea in the first implementation is to calculate atomic
orbital ~AO! integral distributions when they are needed in
the construction of the coupled cluster vector function. In
this approach Kochet al.8 did not exploit point group sym-
metry and the above mentioned AO integral distributions,
which have one fixed AO index and three free AO indices,
were completely transformed to the molecular orbital~MO!
basis. Furthermore, the minimum operation count in the so-
calledB term was not implemented and this together with

the MO transformation of the AO distributions turned out to
be the most time-consuming part of the calculation.

In this paper we present an improved implementation of
the integral-direct CCSD model where point group symmetry
has been exploited, only partial MO transformations of AO
integral distributions are required, the minimal operation
count in theB term has been implemented, a completely new
integral code for calculating the AO integral distributions has
been developed and an improved overall vectorization is ob-
tained. With these modifications it is now possible to carry
out CCSD calculations with more than 500 basis functions
one of the goals put forward in a recent publication.9 Rendell
and Lee9 have taken the approach of approximating the two-
electron integrals in order to reduce the disk space require-
ments of the CCSD and CCSD~T! methods. However, ap-
proximating the two-electron integrals using theV
approximation10 gives no reduction in then6 or n7 processes
and these will eventually dominate the calculations for large
systems. In the present work, we have chosen the approach
of keeping the Hamiltonian exact and recalculating the AO
integrals when needed. We expect that combined use of in-
tegral prescreening in both the integral calculation and the
direct CCSD part will give important reductions in the com-
putational effort required by the integral-direct CCSD model.

The increased application range of the CCSD model
must be extended beyond the wave function determination in
order to prove useful. The analytical calculation of molecular
properties must be implemented using integral-direct tech-
niques, as the CCSD approach has proven to be successful in
calculating several molecular properties in the framework of
the response function formalism.11 Particularly excitation
energies12 and transition matrix elements13 have been com-
puted, as well as frequency-dependent polarizabilities14 and
magnetic shielding tensors.15 We have already implemented
the calculation of the coupled cluster linear response~CCLR!
excitation energies16 directly from the AO integral distribu-
tions. Furthermore, it will also become important to include
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the effect of connected triples excitations17 in order to get
reliable accuracy in chemical predictions. Integral-direct
techniques are now also used in the coupled cluster based
R12 methods.18

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we intro-
duce the necessary notation and present some fundamental
aspects of the CCSD equations in the MO basis. In Sec. III
we discuss the integral-direct implementation of the coupled
cluster singles and doubles model and in Sec. IV we intro-
duce an alternative algorithm intended for massively parallel
systems. The new integral program is described in Sec. V
together with a discussion of integral prescreening. Section
VI contains the results of some sample calculations and a
performance analysis of the code. Finally, our concluding
remarks are given in Sec. VII.

II. THE CCSD FORMALISM

The coupled cluster singles and doubles~CCSD! wave
function for a closed shell system is given by theansatz

uCC&5exp~T!uHF&, ~1!

where the cluster operatorT is

T5T11T2 ~2!

with the connected singles$t i
a% and doubles$t i j

ab% cluster
amplitudes entering the cluster operator as

T15(
ai

t i
aEai , ~3!

T25
1

2 (
aib j

t i j
abEaiEb j . ~4!

The operators$Eai% are the unitary group generators and
indicesi jkl andabcd label occupied and unoccupied orbit-
als in the Hartree–Fock reference stateuHF&. The cluster am-
plitudes are determined by solving the coupled cluster equa-
tions

Vm5^muexp~2T!H exp~T!uHF&50, ~5!

whereVm is the so-called coupled cluster vector function. In
Eq. ~5! H is the electronic Hamiltonian

H5(
pq

hpqEpq1
1

2 (
pqrs

~pqurs!~EpqErs2dqrEps! ~6!

with pqrs labeling general orbital indices. The projection
manifold $^mu% is the set of single and double excited deter-
minants with respect touHF&

$^m1u%5$^HFuEia%, ~7!

$^m2u%5$^HFu~2EiaEjb1EjaEib!/3uai>b j%, ~8!

where we have used the biorthogonal basis for the double
excitation manifold.19 Introducing the transformed Hamil-
tonian

Ĥ5exp~2T1!H exp~T1!, ~9!

the coupled cluster vector function may be written as

Vm5^muexp~2T2!Ĥ exp~T2!uHF&. ~10!

In this way the CCSD equations transform into coupled clus-
ter doubles~CCD! equations with modified integrals and
thereby offer the possibility of a compact and efficient imple-
mentation. These modified integrals may be obtained from
the transformation of the creation and annihilation operators
in the Hamiltonian in Eq.~9! and this leads to8

Ĥ5(
pq

ĥpqEpq1
1

2 (
pqrs

~pqû rs!~EpqErs2dqrEps!,

~11!

which is expressed in terms of the modified one- and two-
electron integrals defined as

ĥpq5(
ab

habLap
p Lbq

h , ~12!

~pqû rs!5 (
abgd

~abugd!Lap
p Lbq

h Lgr
p Lds

h . ~13!

In Eqs.~12! and~13! abgd label atomic orbitals and we have
introduced the transformation matricesLp andLh for par-
ticle and hole operators, respectively,

Lp5C~ I2t1
T!, ~14!

Lh5C~ I1t1!, ~15!

where we have used the auxiliary matrix

t15S 0 0

$tai% 0D ~16!

and expanded the molecular orbitals$fp% in terms of the
atomic orbitals$xa%

fp5(
a

xaCap . ~17!

After some manipulations and using the transformed Hamil-
tonian in Eq.~11!, the double excitation part of the CCSD
vector function may be written in the molecular orbital basis
as8

V i j
ab5Vaib j

A 1Vaib j
B 12Pi j

ab$Vaib j
C 1Vaib j

D 1Vaib j
E %

1Vaib j
F , ~18!

where the permutation operatorPi j
ab is given by

Pi j
abS a b

i j D 5S a b

i j D 1S b a

j i D . ~19!

The different contributions to theV vector in Eq.~18! are

Vaib j
A 52(

kl
tkl
abS ~ki û l j !1(

cd
t i j
cd~kcu ld ! D , ~20!

Vaib j
B 52(

cd
t i j
cd~acûbd!, ~21!
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Vaib j
C 52

1

2 (
ck

t jk
cbS ~ki ûac!2

1

2 (
dl

t l i
ad~kdu lc !

2(
ck

t ik
cbS ~k j ûac!2

1

2 (
dl

t l j
ad~kdu lc ! D , ~22!

Vaib j
D 5

1

2 (
ck

~2t jk
cb2tk j

cb!

3S L̂aikc2 1

2 (
dl

~2t i l
ad2t l i

ad!LldkcD , ~23!

Vaib j
E 5(

c
t i j
acS F̂bc2(

dlm
t lm
dbLldmcD

2(
k
t ik
abS F̂k j1(

dem
t jm
deLmekdD , ~24!

Vaib j
F 52~ai ûb j !, ~25!

where the inactive Fock matrix with transformed integrals
has been introduced,

F̂pq5ĥpq1(
k
L̂kkpq, ~26!

together with the modified integral

L̂pqrs52~pqû rs!2~psû rq !. ~27!

Similarly, the single excitation part of the vector function
may be written as

Vai5Vai
G1Vai

H1Vai
I 1Vai

J ~28!

with

Vai
G52(

cdk
t ik
cdL̂kdac, ~29!

Vai
H522(

dkl
tkl
adL̂ ldki , ~30!

Vai
I 52(

ck
~2t ik

ac2tki
ac!F̂kc , ~31!

Vai
J 52F̂ai . ~32!

When exploring the construction of the CCSD vector func-
tion by direct use of AO integrals we encounter the compli-
cations caused by the MO integrals entering the equations, as
it is not evident how the calculation should be organized.
Nevertheless, by inspection of Eqs.~18!–~32! we observe
that each term may be evaluated from integrals with one or
more atomic indices. We therefore reformulate the equations
using integrals with three MO indices and one AO index and
in this way a suitable algorithm may be designed. This was
the basic idea in the first implementation.8 In the following
sections we describe improved algorithms where we in each
term treat as many indices in the AO basis as possible.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we describe in detail the algorithms used
in the computer code developed for the integral-direct calcu-
lation of the CCSD vector function in Eqs.~18! and ~28!. It
is significant at this point to notice that all the equations
presented in the previous and following Sections also apply
to the Brueckner coupled cluster doubles model as only the
L matrices need to be changed and thus the same implemen-
tation may be used.

Maximum performance on a super computer like the
Cray C90 can only be obtained if the algorithms in question
are based on large matrix multiplications. This may naively
be achieved by keeping in main memory all relevant ampli-
tude and result vectors sorted as they enter the matrix mul-
tiplications. However, this would imply some strong limita-
tions on the size of calculations that could be carried out. We
therefore make the following compromise, and in the case
where enough main memory is available, options to use dif-
ferent algorithms are also implemented.

The basic assumption is that three vectors of the same
length as the symmetry-packed double excitation amplitudes
(t i j
ab ,ai>b j) can be kept in main memory. Additionally, we

allocate an array for one symmetry-packed AO integral dis-
tribution as well as some work arrays of shorter length. With
this memory allocation we can permanently keep the
symmetry-packed (V i j

ab ,ai>b j) result vector and the full
square of double excitation amplitudes (tai,b j) in main
memory. When more memory is available we have imple-
mented the option to keep the result vector squared and/or
the full square of double excitation amplitudes with the oc-
cupied indices transposed.

A second important aspect to be considered is the way in
which the new integral program is integrated into our direct
CCSD code. We drive the calculation with an outer loop over
the atomic shells in the molecule and the integral code has
been designed to calculate an AO integral distribution for a
given AO indexd

I ab,g
d 5~abugd!, ~33!

where~a>b!. This implies that the AO integrals are reevalu-
ated four times in each iteration compared to direct self-
consistent field~SCF!. In order to save time in the integral
evaluation we calculate all thed distributions that belong to
the same shell in the molecule and these are written to disk
and subsequently read back in one at a time as needed. Theg
index is transformed to the occupied space after theB andF
terms and the inactive Fock matrix have been calculated

I ab,k
d 5(

g
I ab,g

d Lgk
p . ~34!

This transformation is carried out in a matrix multiplication
over the compound indexab. Furthermore, for eachd one
virtual index of the double excitation amplitudes is trans-
formed to the contravariant AO basis

Nci, j
d 5(

d
tci,d jLdd

h ~35!
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and this matrix is only needed for oned at a time.
Having described the outer loop structure we now turn to

the individual terms in the coupled cluster vector function.
For the sake of conciseness, we only discuss the dominant
terms in Eqs.~18! and~28!. Initially we consider theA term
given in Eq.~20! and write this as

Vaib j
A 52(

kl
tak,blGki,l j , ~36!

where we have introduced the auxiliary matrix

Gki,l j5(
d

S I ki,ld Ld j
h 1(

c
Nci, j

d I kc,l
d D 5G l j ,ki . ~37!

TheG matrix may be kept in memory during the calculation
of the integrals and for eachd we transform the remaining
AO indices of the integrals in Eq.~34! to the appropriate MO
indices. The calculation is driven with outer loops overl and
j indices with a matrix multiplication of dimensionVO2 ~V
andO are the number of virtual and occupied orbitals, re-
spectively, in the Hartree–Fock reference state! inside. Once
theG matrix has been constructed we contract with the am-
plitudes according to Eq.~36!. As we shall see later, theG
matrix may be obtained more easily in a~N2O31NO4! pro-
cess, as a byproduct of our algorithm for theB term.

TheB term is the computationally most demanding term
in a CCSD calculation because it involves the contraction of
integrals with four virtual indices and double excitation am-
plitudes. The minimal operations count3 in the MO basis is
1
4 V

4O2 and we here demonstrate that a similar operation
count 14 N

4O2 ~N is the number of atomic orbitals! may be
obtained using the AO integral distributions directly without
transforming any indices to the MO basis. This is different
from the first implementation8 where two indices in the AO
integral distribution were transformed to the virtual space
and then contracted with double excitation amplitudes result-
ing in an operation count of12 N

2V2O2.
When we wish to use the AO integrals directly in the

accumulation of the differentd contributions, a vector with
two AO and two occupied indices (Va i ,b j

B ,a i>b j ) must be
used. After the integral calculation this vector is transformed
to the MO basis to give the final contribution. We thus write
theB term as

Va i ,b j
B 52(

dg
Mg,i j

d ~agubd!, ~38!

where the auxiliary matrix is defined as

Mg,i j
d 5(

c
Nci, j

d Lgc
h . ~39!

Restricting the summation in Eq.~38! to g>d would result in
the operation count12 N

4O2. However, further reduction is
achieved by introducing the matrices3

Mg,i j
d6 5Mg,i j

d 6Mg, j i
d , ~40!

Jab,g
d6 5~ I ag,b

d 6I bg,a
d !~11dgd!21 ~41!

and write theB term as

Vab,i j
B6 5

1

2 (
g>d

Jab,g
d6 Mg,i j

d6 ~42!

where the indices now are restricted asa>b, g>d, andi> j .
For a givend distribution we implement the calculation

of theVab,i j
B6 vector with a batching over theg index. In this

way we only need to construct as manyJab,g
d6 integrals as we

can hold in the remaining part of memory and the matrix
multiplication in Eq.~42! is carried out with the maximum
dimension of 18 N

3O2 for both the plus and minus vectors
separately. Using this algorithm we obtain the minimal op-
eration count in the AO basis previously mentioned with
maximum vectorization over the compound indicesab and
i j . When the plus and minus vectors have been constructed
we transform to the MO basis

Vaib j
B 5(

ab
$Vab,i j

B1 1Vab,i j
B2 %Laa

p Lbb
p . ~43!

in a process that requires 2N3O2 operations.
One should note that by modifying the definition of the

auxiliary matrixMg,i j
d in Eq. ~39! as

Mg,i j
d 5(

c
~Nci, j

d Lgc
h !1Lg i

p Ld j
p ~44!

the F term in Eq. ~25! is automatically added through the
subsequent matrix multiplication in Eq.~42! with only
1
2 N

2O2 additional operations. Furthermore, when theB term
is calculated with the modified matrix in Eq.~44! theG ma-
trix in Eq. ~37! may be expressed in terms of theVa ib j

B as

Gki,l j5(
ab

Lak
p Lb l

p Va ib j
B . ~45!

In this way, theG matrix is obtained in (N2O31NO4) op-
erations compared to theNVO4 operations required in the
implementation discussed earlier. We have also implemented
this simple reduction in the number ofn6 processes and thus
theG matrix is not needed in main memory during the inte-
gral calculation.

TheC andD terms have the same structure, only differ-
ing in the effective double excitation amplitudes and inte-
grals entering the expressions. Thus both terms have the
same operation count and are implemented in a similar way.
Therefore we only discuss the evaluation of theC term
which is carried out through the construction of an auxiliary
matrix

Pk,ai
d 5I ki,a

d 2
1

2 (
dl

I k,dl
d t̂ dl,ai ~46!

for one d at a time. The matrixt̂ dl,ai contains the double
excitation amplitudes with the occupied indices transposed.
Expressed in terms ofPk,ai

d theC term may be written as

Vai,b j
C 52

1

2 (
dk

Nbk, j
d Pk,ai

d 2(
dk

Nbk,i
d Pk,a j

d . ~47!

An implementation8 of Eq. ~47! shows that driving the cal-
culation with an outer loop overd with the summation over
k in a matrix multiplication inside, gives insufficient perfor-
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mance because of the small number of floating point opera-
tions compared to memory references. We therefore choose a
different algorithm where thePk,ai

d is written to disk for each
d and then read in a batched loop over the compound index
ai after the integrals have been evaluated. For each batch we
transform thed index to the virtual space

Dck,#ai5(
d

Pk,#ai
d Ldc

h , ~48!

where #ai denotes the number ofai indices handled in the
batch. The final contraction is carried out in a matrix multi-
plication over the compound indicesb j , ck, and #ai

Cb j ,#ai5(
ck

t̂b j ,ckDck,#ai . ~49!

The temporaryCbj ,#ai matrix is then added into the packed
result vector in the MO basis with appropriate weights and
this results in a total operation count of (NV2O31V3O3) for
theC term.

We now turn our attention to the implementation of the
E terms. Using the density

Dab5(
k

Lak
p Lbk

h , ~50!

the inactive Fock matrix entering these terms is constructed
in the AO basis from standard expressions and subsequently
transformed to the MO basis. Furthermore, inside thed loop
we construct the auxiliary matrices

Rbd5(
dlm

t̃dl,bmI ld,m
d , ~51!

Skj5(
dem

Ñem, j
d I me,k

d , ~52!

where we have used the notation

t̃ dl,bm52tdl,bm2tdm,bl , ~53!

Ñem, j
d 52Nem, j

d 2Nej,m
d . ~54!

Eachd contribution to theSkj matrix is accumulated in one
matrix multiplication once theI me,k

d integrals have been con-
structed. The contraction of effective amplitudes with appro-
priate integrals in theRbd matrix is driven with a matrix-
vector multiplication of dimensionV2O inside a loop over
indexm and is transformed to the MO basis after thed loop.
The auxiliary matrices are then added to the Fock matrix and
contracted with amplitudes according to Eq.~24!.

Having discussed theVaib j vector, we now focus on the
G andH terms entering theVai vector. The calculation of
theG term is facilitated through the construction of the aux-
iliary matrix

Ga i
d 5(

g
I ag,k

d M̃g i ,k
d ~55!

in a matrix multiplication of dimensionN2O inside a loop
over thek index. In Eq.~55! we have introduced the matrix
M̃g i ,k

d which results from the back transformation of the vir-

tual index in matrixÑem, j
d in Eq. ~54! to the contravariant AO

basis. For eachd we add the above contribution to the result
vector

Vai
G5(

da
Laa
p Ga i

d , ~56!

and this procedure gives the total operation count
(N3O21N2VO).

TheH term in Eq.~30! is implemented with a loop over
the l index, where the effective amplitudesÑak,l

d are con-
tracted with the corresponding integrals in a matrix multipli-
cation

Vai
H5(

dkl
Ñak,l

d I ki,l
d , ~57!

of dimensionNVO3 once theab indices of the integrals in
Eq. ~34! have been transformed to the occupied space.

The algorithm discussed earlier represents an efficient
implementation of the CCSD model and good performance
with respect to vectorization is obtained. The dominant op-
eration count for the algorithm may be summarized as

1
4 N

4O212~NV2O31V3O3!1 1
4 V

2O4

for the terms scaling asn6. In Sec. V we discuss these as-
pects in detail. At this point it is important to point out that
although the disk space problem of the CCSD procedure has
been eliminated, the memory requirements of the present al-
gorithm now constitute the major bottleneck in our code.
This calls for yet another algorithm where the double exci-
tation amplitudes are stored on disk and read on request. In
this sense we present, in Sec. IV an alternative algorithm
with reduced memory requirements.

IV. AN ALTERNATIVE ALGORITHM

In order to motivate the necessity of an open ended al-
gorithm let us consider the example of The Buckminster
fullerene C60 using for instance acc-pVDZ basis set.

20 There
are more than 800 million double excitation amplitudes
when correlating all 360 electrons usingD2h symmetry only
and the evaluation of theB term alone will approximately
require 1.331014 floating point operations or roughly 40 h of
CPU time on a single processor Cray C90. This calculation is
not easily carried out using today’s computer technology, but
the example shows that an algorithm is needed where all
double excitations are not required in main memory. Further-
more, the algorithm must offer an efficient implementation
on a massively parallel distributed memory computer to take
advantage of the latest technological developments. In the
following we briefly describe an algorithm where the
memory requirement has been significantly reduced and
which can be implemented on a parallel architecture.

The basic idea of the algorithm is to require that the
integral program on request will return a set of AO integrals

I ab
gd 5~agubd!5I gd

ab ~58!

for a fixedg>d. The integral program may easily be modi-
fied to comply with this requirement if we simultaneously
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calculate all the integrals whereg andd belong to the same
shells in the molecule. The restriction on theg andd indices
may trivially be handled noting that

I ab
dg 5I ba

gd ~59!

and thus only requires a transposition of the integral matrix.
We drive the calculation with two batched loops overd andg
indices in order to determine the fraction of the auxiliary
matrices that may be kept in main memory. This will also
dictate how many times theNal,i

g andMg,i j
d matrices should

be read from disk as these matrices enter the expressions of
the auxiliary matrices that have to be calculated inside theg
andd loops.

To describe the algorithm some of the expressions given
in the preceding section must be rewritten in a suitable way.
TheB andF terms together with theG matrix entering theA
term should be calculated according to

Va i ,b j
BF 5(

dg
~Lg i

h Ld j
h 1Mg,i j

d !I ab
gd ~60!

and Eq.~45!. We need also to modify the way in which the
Pk,ai

d matrix in theC term is calculated

Pk,ai
d 5(

bg
S Lba

p Lg i
h 2

1

2 (
l
Nal,i

g Lb l
p D I kb

gd ~61!

as well as the equivalentQk,ai
d matrix used in theD term

Qk,ai
d 5(

bg
S Lba

p Lg i
h 1

1

2 (
l
Ñai,l

g Lb l
p D Lbgkd . ~62!

The auxiliary matrices entering theE term must also be re-
formulated as indicated

Rbg5(
d lm

Ñbm,l
d I ml

gd , ~63!

Skj5 (
dgm

M̃g,mj
d I mk

gd , ~64!

and the contributions to the single excitation part of the vec-
tor function take the following form

Va i
G 52(

dgk
M̃g,ik

d I ak
gd , ~65!

Vag
H 522(

dkl
Ñak,l

d I kl
gd , ~66!

where we accumulate into different vectors which are finally
transformed to the MO basis and added together. After the
construction of the auxiliary matrices the contraction with
the appropriate amplitudes may be done using the same tech-
nique as described in the preceding section keeping in mind
that the back transformed double excitation amplitudes are
read from disk in a batched loop.

The aforementioned algorithm is intended for super
computers like the Cray C90 or workstations with less main
memory, but it will not vectorize as well as the algorithm in
Sec. III. This is due to the fact that vectors entering matrix
multiplications are shorter as only parts of the amplitudes are

read from disk with their size depending on the available
memory. When we seek an implementation on a massively
parallel distributed memory computer the integral program
must have the flexibility to return on request a set of integrals

I AB
CD5~ACuBD!, ~67!

whereABCD denote shells in the molecule. This set of in-
tegrals may be discarded using prescreening techniques to
give a reduction in both the integral calculation and in the
contraction process. Several different algorithms can now be
designed and we may, for instance, choose an algorithm with
minimal communication where the computational require-
ments will depend on the amount of memory on a single
processor, but with inherent good scaling to a large number
of processors. On the other hand, we may also choose an
algorithm with minimal computation, but the amount of
communication will then depend on the number of proces-
sors and total amount of memory on the system. The actual
choice of algorithm will depend on the computer system in
question. We have undertaken the work of developing a com-
puter code based on the above described algorithms and will
report our observations in a future publication.

V. INTEGRAL EVALUATION AND PRESCREENING

In our present direct CCSD code, the integrals are cal-
culated using the McMurchie–Davidson scheme. The
present implementation represents a great improvement on
theHERMIT ~Ref. 21! code, in particular, for vector machines.
The integral evaluation is initiated by a sorting of all AO
overlap distributions. The integrals are subsequently calcu-
lated batchwise, treating as many overlap distributions of the
same sort as possible in each batch. This leads to long vector
lengths, greatly improving the performance of the code on
most computer systems. Thus, a speedup of a factor of 10 or
more has been observed in many applications.

In our implementation, the two-electron AO integrals are
transformed to the symmetry orbital basis before each inte-
gral distribution is written to disk. In this respect, our direct
CCSD scheme differs from direct SCF codes, which work in
terms of nonsymmetrized symmetry unique integrals. Sym-
metrization of integrals is necessary for the efficient imple-
mentation of the CCSD algorithms discussed earlier, al-
though a skeleton-type approach probably may be
developed.

The present code cannot generally handle contracted ba-
sis sets except by duplication of the primitive functions. This
restriction, which reduces the efficiency of the code for the
generally contracted correlation-consistent basis sets consid-
erably, will be lifted in the future and at that time we will
publish the details about implementation and performance.

Of particular concern is the interface between the inte-
gral and the wave function parts of the CCSD code. A poorly
designed interface can severely degrade the overall perfor-
mance of the code. Ideally, the integral code should be able
to return on the request all integrals belonging to a single AO
index d. In practice, such a scheme is inefficient since mod-
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ern integral techniques invariably generate integrals in
batches with several related indicesd at a time. For example,
indicesd related by point group symmetry, belonging to the
same shell or to the same contraction group are best calcu-
lated and returned simultaneously. Thus, in our implementa-
tion, the integral code returns batches of distributions, where
all indicesd that are related by point group symmetry, belong
to the same shell or originate from the same contraction
group are returned simultaneously. The number of batches of
distributions can be relatively large—ten to twenty—and all
integrals are therefore written to disk before being read back
in on request by the CCSD part of the code. To reduceIO,
the integrals are therefore sorted before they are written to a
random access device, each record containing only integrals
with the same indexd. When requested by the CCSD code,
only records containing integrals with the requested indexd
are read in.

Our present implementation of the direct CCSD method
does not exploit the fact that for extended systems many
integrals make a negligible contribution to the wave func-
tion. Thus, for a given fixed integral indexd we require—for
the sake of efficient vectorization—all integrals of the form
~abugd!, irrespective of the magnitude of the individual in-
tegrals. This constitutes a deficiency of our current imple-
mentation since in direct SCF calculations major savings are
usually gained by referencing only those integrals that are
greater than some chosen threshold. We would like to em-
phasize that the integral part of the current CCSD code cal-
culates only those integrals that are larger than a given
threshold. It is only in the wave function part of the code that
small integrals~in practice zero integrals! are not discarded.

It is possible, however, to develop a direct CCSD
method that exploits the smallness of many integrals in ex-
tended molecular systems. Thus, for a given distributiond,
many AO overlap distributionsgd are sufficiently small to
eliminate all integrals of the form~abugd! from the calcula-
tion. Such a systematic sparseness is easily incorporated in
the present CCSD scheme by a simple reordering of indices
g for each distributiond. Further reductions are also possible

in cases where all integrals of the form~abugd! vanish for a
given distributiond and a given indexa ~or a given indexb!
belonging to the other electron, although such cases should
be less common.

V. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

The implemented algorithm has been tested on several
molecular systems. In the following we analyze the perfor-
mance of the code for calculations using formalfluoride, eth-
ylene, and naphthalene as sample molecules. All the calcula-
tions have been made at the experimental geometry and the
symmetry-independent coordinates are reported in Table I.
The energies obtained at different levels of approximation
and using several correlation consistent basis sets20 are pre-
sented in Table II.

In Table III we report the timings of the 328 basis func-
tions formalfluoride calculation and compared to those pub-
lished together with the first implementation of the integral-
direct CCSD model.8 As seen from Table III, a substantial

TABLE I. Molecular geometries used in the calculations where the Carte-
sian coordinates are given in a.u.

X Y Z

C2H4

H 2.328 289 6 1.755 415 6 0.0
O 1.265 172 1 0.0 0.0

C10H8

H 2.372 750 4.688 138 0.0
H 6.337 613 2.353 840 0.0
C 0.0 1.332 257 0.0
C 2.349 894 2.647 362 0.0
C 4.565 554 1.341 360 0.0

HFCO
H 1.646 033 47 0.0 21.253 941 47
F 22.125 333 46 0.0 21.369 683 95
C 0.0 0.0 0.0
O 0.0 0.0 2.231 766 39

TABLE II. The SCF, MP2, and CCSD total energies inEh for ethylene,
naphtalene, and formalfluoride using various correlation consistent basis
sets.

Basis set
No. of
functions SCF MP2 CCSD

C2H4

cc-pVDZ 48 278.039 716 278.320 075 278.349 900
cc-pVTZ 116 278.063 239 278.429 612 278.455 007
cc-pVQZ 230 278.068 509 278.480 798 278.503 397
cc-pV5Z 402 278.069 850 278.501 380 278.521 824
cc-pV5Z(uc)a 448 278.069 878 278.539 217 278.551 998

C10H8

cc-pVDZ 180 2383.384 688 2384.702 254 2384.750 619
cc-pVTZ 412 2383.476 997 2385.200 880 2385.230 742
cc-pVTZ(uc)a 548 2383.478 603 2385.493 962 2385.536 925

HFCO
cc-pVDZ 47 2212.762 402 2213.266 820 2213.275 461
cc-pVTZ 104 2212.831 991 2213.511 235 2213.513 221
cc-pVQZ 195 2212.849 019 2213.628 126 2213.627 068
cc-pV5Z 328 2212.853 357 2213.673 046 2213.668 007

aCompletely uncontracted basis set.

TABLE III. Timings ~in seconds! for the construction of the different con-
tributions to the CCSD vector function in one iteration of the 328 basis
functions HFCO calculation.

Old implementation New implementation Ratio~Old/New!

A 7 6 1
B1F 7881 346 21
C 2190 350 6
D 1052 354 3
E 65 33 2
G 780 8 97
H 51 5 10
I 0 0 1
J 0 0 1

Total 16581 1429 12
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reduction in CPU time is obtained when using the new
implementation, due to the use of symmetry and the im-
provements made in the construction of theB term. The
savings obtained by eliminating the transformation of one
atomic index to the virtual space are also significant. The
theoretical reduction in CPU time due to theCs symmetry of
formalfluoride is a factor of 4, but we obtain an additional
factor between 2 and 3 which is ascribed improved algo-
rithms and implementation. However, we must emphasize
that the symmetry-adapted version vectorizes less efficiently
than the nonsymmetry one because of symmetry shortness in
the matrix multiplications.

Having compared the efficiency of the old implementa-
tion and the present one, now we demonstrate the capabili-
ties of the new algorithm. Medium sized molecular systems
may be studied using very large basis sets and larger systems
may be studied using medium-sized basis sets.

As an example of medium-sized systems, we have con-
sidered ethylene and carried out several CCSD calculations
using the correlation consistent basis sets20 of Dunning rang-
ing from cc-pVDZ to cc-pV5Z. Even for thecc-pV5Z basis
set the total energy is not fully converged and when uncon-
tracting the basis set we observe a change in total energy of
30mEh . This is clearly indicating that special attention to
core–core and core-valence correlation is required. From the
results in Table II we observe that the most significant
changes in energy is found going fromcc-pVDZ to cc-
pVTZ. Thus we conclude that thecc-pVTZ basis set is a
reasonable compromise on basis sets in correlated calcula-
tions. As previously observed,8 it is important to mention that
basis limit is first reached at the SCF method, when corre-
lated approaches are still far from basis set saturation.

We have also studied naphthalene usingcc-pVDZ and
cc-pVTZ basis sets. As pointed out above,cc-pVTZ is the
smallest basis that should be used in correlated calculations.
Here we demonstrate that it is now feasible to reach this
level of description for large systems as naphthalene. Thus,
with the new computer code we may carry out CCSD calcu-
lations using more than 500 basis functions. Anyway, we
must emphasize that thecc-pVTZ basis set is still far from
the basis set limit, even for the SCF level of approximation.
The CCSD calculation in the uncontracted basis also shows
the possibility of treating systems as anthracene using the
cc-pVTZ basis, as when freezing the 1s core electrons the
CPU requirements are about the same as the all electrons
naphthalene calculation using 548 basis functions.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have presented an improved implemen-
tation of the previously introduced integral-direct coupled
cluster singles and doubles model of Kochet al.8 Two main
aspects in the developed computer algorithm should be no-
ticed. First, point group symmetry has been used in the entire
program in order to minimize the number of floating point
operations and memory requirements. Second, we have
treated as many indices in the AO basis as possible, reducing

in this way the computational cost of transforming the AO
integral distributions to the MO basis. Furthermore, the mini-
mal operation count for the so-calledB term has also been
implemented treating all the integrals in the AO basis. In
addition, we have achieved an additional reduction in the
number ofn6 processes in the construction of theA term in
the AO basis.

In the implemented algorithm we require the CCSD vec-
tor function and the full square of double excitation ampli-
tudes to be kept in main memory, as well as one integral
distribution for a fixed atomic index. This requirement intro-
duces a memory limitation on the size of the systems that can
be studied. To eliminate as much as possible this limitation,
we have outlined an alternative algorithm with a smaller
memory requirement, making CCSD calculations feasible for
large systems on moderately sized workstations. Further-
more, this new algorithm is expected to allow for efficient
parallelization on a parallel system if the integral program on
request can provide a set of integrals (ABuCD) where the
capitalized indices run over the different atomic shells in the
molecule under study. It will be fairly easy to modify the
new integral program accordingly.

The developed code represents a highly vectorized and
efficient implementation of the CCSD model and has been
tested in several calculations on the naphtalene molecule.
The obtained results demonstrate that CCSD calculations
with more than 500 basis functions are now possible. We
believe that the parallel implementation of the alternative
algorithm will move the limits for CCSD calculations to
more than a thousand basis functions.

Finally, we would like to draw your attention to a recent
CCSD calculation17 on the ferrocene molecule correlating all
96 electrons. This calculation, containing 373 basis func-
tions, is an example of chemical applications now feasible
using the new implementation presented here.
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